
Hi, all!

Monkey Brew is looking for a packaging manager.

We are a small independent brewery with 7 employees, brewing IPA’s, big stouts, lagers and
wild ales. Most of our beers go into keykegs and cans, being distributed both locally and
throughout the country. We are also exporting some of our beer.

Our motto is this: Always evolve! We try to never become stagnant, to always improve the
quality of our beers and develop our brewery into something better.

We can offer the candidate a great working environment and interesting challenges on how
to package beers perfectly. We work hard within normal Norwegian working hours, sticking
to the standard of 37,5 hours per week with 5 weeks yearly vacation.

You can expect a good variation in tasks, from doing the actual packaging work to
researching how to get the lowest possible DO in cans, maintain machinery and essential
components, to ordering labels, empty cans and kegs. In addition a helping hand is
appreciated with festivals, deliveries and other stuff around the brewery.

The ideal candidate has attention to detail, is hard-working and self reliant. Experience
running canning/packaging lines is a plus.

Our trusty Cask ACS V5 canning line with a depalletizer from SKA is at the heart of
packaging operations. Keykegs are being filled manually. We fill wild ale bottles with a KTM
Troxler bottling line. Our 20 hl brewhouse is a 3 vessel system with electric heating. We
transfer our beers into bright tanks before packaging.

Our brewery lies in Trondheim, Norway. The third biggest city in Norway, a student town with
a vibrant beer scene. It is located right by the fjord, and there is no shortage of options for
exploring the nature around it.

Shoot us an email if you are interested: paal@monkeybrew.no
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Monkey Brew is looking to hire a new Packaging Manager. Main focus area includes operating our
canning line and bottling line, filling kegs and maintaining essential components.

About us:
We are a small independent brewery with 7 employees, mainly brewing heavily hopped IPA’s, big
stouts, lagers and wild ales. Most of our beers go into kegs and cans, being distributed for our local
and national market as well as export.
Always Evolve! - Our philosophy and promise. A promise not to stagnate, always try to improve even
when you are considered among the best!

About the job:
You can expect a good variation in tasks, from doing packaging work to researching how to get the
lowest possible DO in cans, maintaining machinery and essential components, ordering labels,
quality control and evolving the general operation. In addition a helping hand is appreciated with
festivals, events, deliveries and other tasks around the brewery.

The ideal candidate has attention to detail, is hard-working and self reliant. Experience running
canning/packaging lines is a plus.
Our trusty Cask ACS V5 canning line with a depalletizer from SKA is at the heart of packaging
operation. Keykegs are being filled manually. We fill wild ale bottles with a KTM Troxler bottling line.
Our 20 hl brewhouse is a 3 vessel system with electric heating. We transfer our beers into bright
tanks before packaging.

We can offer the candidate a great working environment and interesting challenges on how to
package beers perfectly. We work hard within normal Norwegian working hours, sticking to the
standard of 37,5 hours per week with 5 weeks yearly vacation.

Shoot us an email if you are interested: paal@monkeybrew.no
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